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A b s t r a c t 

The original formulation of SharedPlans [Grosz 
and Sidner, 1990] was developed to provide 
a model of collaborative planning in which it 
was not necessary for one agent to have in
tentions toward an act of a different agent. 
This formulation provided for two agents to 
coordinate their activities without introducing 
any notion of joint ly held intentions (or, 'we-
intentions'). However, it only treated activities 
that directly decomposed into single agents ac
tions. In this paper we provide a revised and 
expanded version of SharedPlans that accom
modates actions involving groups of agents as 
well as complex actions that decompose into 
multi-agent actions. The new definitions also 
allow for contracting out certain actions, and 
provide a model with the features required in 
Bratman's account of shared cooperative activ
ity [Bratman, 1992]. A reformulation of the 
model of individual plans that meshes with the 
definition of SharedPlans is also provided. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Collaboration in planning and acting is an essential in
gredient of multi-agent cooperative problem solving. In 
this paper we present a model of collaborative planning 
that supports cooperative problem solving by teams con
sisting of humans and computer systems. The model 
deals more completely with collaboration than previous 
theories did in meeting two criteria. First, collabora
tive planning and activity cannot be analyzed simply 
in terms of the plans of individual agents, but require 
an integrated treatment of the beliefs and intentions of 
the different collaborating agents. Second, collaborative 
planning is a refinement process; a partial plan descrip
tion is modified over the course of planning by the mul-
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tiple collaborating agents. This model grew out of an 
attempt to provide an adequate treatment of the in
tentional component of discourse structure [Grosz and 
Sidner, 1986]. However, many multi-agent situations re
quire that agents have an ability to plan and act to-
gether; merely avoiding conflicting actions or situations 
is not sufficient. Thus, the model is applicable not only 
to natural language processing, but also to the general 
problem of the design of computer-based collaborating 
agents. 

The original formulation of the SharedPlan model of 
collaborative planning [Grosz and Sidner, 1990] extended 
Pollack's mental state model of plans [Pollack, 1990] to 
the situation in which two agents joint ly have a plan to 
perform some action requiring actions by both agents. 
Pollack s definition of the individual plan of an individ
ual agent to do an action a includes four constituent 
mental attitudes: (1) belief that performance of certain 
actions would entail performance of we wil l refer 
to the as constituting "a recipe for " (2) belief that 
the agent could perform each of the (3) intentions 
to do each of the (4) an intention to do a by do
ing the To define SharedPlans, Grosz and Sidner 
modified these components to provide a specification of 
the set of beliefs and intentions required for collabora
tive action. In subsequent work [Lochbaum et al., 1990; 
Lochbaum, 1991], algorithms were provided for con
structing and augmenting SharedPlans in the context 
of a dialogue. 

Although this formulation overcame several problems 
of previous models of planning for discourse (e.g. the 
treatment of intentions of one agent toward another 
agents actions in applications of speech act theory 
[Allen and Perrault, 1980]), it had several problems that 
emerged when we attempted to apply it [Lochbaum et 
al., 1990; Lochbaum, 1991]. First, the original model 
presumed that every multi-agent action decomposed di
rectly into single agent actions, a similar assumption 
underlies several alternative models (e.g. [Cohen and 
Levesque, 1990]). As a result, the model did not ad
equately provide for complex activities involving joint 
activity at multiple levels or for meshing of individual 
plans for individual action with collaborative plans for 
joint activity. Second, the model did not account for the 
commitment of an agent to the success of a collaborative 
partner's actions. This omission combined with the first 
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so tha t the model accepted some plans as col laborat ive 
t ha t were not.1 T h i r d , the agents who undertake the 
development of a col laborat ive p lan often do not know a 
complete recipe for accompl ish ing their j o i n t act ion; the 
model d id not provide a sufficient means of describing 
the menta l state of agents in th is s i tuat ion.2 Each of 
these problems is addressed in th is paper. 

Col laborat ive ac t i v i t y must rest eventual ly on the ac
t ions of ind iv idua l agents; thus, SharedPlans must in 
clude as const i tuents at some levels the ind iv idua l plans 
of i nd iv idua l agents. B u t these ind iv idua l plans may be 
more complex than those accounted for by Pol lack's for
mu la t i on in two ways: the recipes require different types 
of relat ions [Balkanski , 1990]3, and an agent may not 
i n i t i a l l y know a complete recipe. Hence, we also provide 
a revised def in i t ion of the plans of an ind iv idua l agent. 

We begin the descr ipt ion of the revised model w i t h an 
overview of different types of in tent iona l a t t i tudes tha t 
play a role in co l laborat ive p lann ing . Then we provide a 
def in i t ion of i nd i v idua l plans tha t accommodates more 
complex recipes bu t s t i l l requires complete knowledge of 
the recipe. To describe these f u l l ind iv idua l plans re
quires a specif ication of certain propert ies of in ten t ion , 
so we define the In t .To operator at this po in t . Next , we 
show how to ease the complete knowledge requirement, 
y ie ld ing a def in i t ion of pa r t i a l ind iv idua l plan. We then 
define SharedPlans recursively in terms of fu l l and par
t i a l SharedPlans. A f u l l SharedPlan is the col laborat ive 
correlate of a fu l l i nd i v idua l p lan and includes fu l l in
d iv idua l plans as const i tuents. To describe interact ions 
among the intent ions of the different agents requires tha t 
we int roduce the not ion of an agent in tending that some 
proposi t ion hold so we expla in the In t . Th operator in 
th is section. F ina l ly , we provide a def in i t ion of par t ia l 
Shar tdPlan. At each stage we discuss those aspects of 
the resul t ing theory tha t address the problems described 
above to provide a more adequate model of col laborat ive 
activity. 

2 A t t i t u d e s o f I n t e n t i o n 

The def in i t ions of i nd i v i dua l and SharedPlans w i l l use 
a first-order logic augmented w i t h several moda l oper
ators. We int roduce four different in tent ion operators. 
T w o of these, In t . To and In t . Th, represent intent ions 
tha t have been adopted by an agent. The other two, 
Pot . In t . To and Pot. In t . Th, are var iat ions of the first two 
tha t are used to represent po tent ia l intent ions, i.e. inten
t ions an agent is considering adopt ing but to which it is 
not yet c o m m i t t e d . In t . To and Pot . In t . To are act ion-
directed whereas In t . Th and Po t . In t . Th are proposi t ion-
directed. 

1For example, joint activity like that in Searle's MBA 
counterexample [Searle, 1990], but involving actions that de
composed at multiple levels would have been inaccurately 
characterized. 

2The notion of a partial SharedPlan, SharedPlan*, was 
intended to represent this kind of partiality, but was never 
specified in any detail. 

3ln Pollack's simple plans the and a were related only 
by the action relation of generation. 

An In t . To commi ts an agent to means-ends reason-
ing [B ra tman , 1987] whereas an I n t . T h does not d i rect ly 
engender such behavior. I n t .Th 's f o rm the basis for 
meshing subplans, help ing one's co l laborator , and co-
o rd ina t i ng status updates [Cohen and Leveque, 1991]. 
An In t . Th may, however, lead to adopt ion of an In t . To 
and thus ind i rect ly to means-ends reasoning. Potent ia l 
in tent ions are used to account for an agent's need to 
weigh different possible courses of actions [B ra tman et 
al/., 1988]; they typ ica l ly arise in the course of means-
ends reasoning. A t t i t udes of Po t . In t . To stem f r om an 
agent's del iberat ions about how to do some act ion i t is 
commi t t ed to per fo rm. Po t . In t .Th 's arise in the course 
of col laborat ive p lann ing and are needed to insure tha t 
agents' i nd iv idua l plans mesh correct ly [B ra tman , 1992]. 

The difference among these operators can be i l lus-
t ra ted w i t h an example we w i l l use th roughout the pa
per. T w o agents, Jan and Sandy, have agreed to make 
dinner together. The i r co l laborat ive plan consists of Jan 
mak ing an appetizer, Sandy the ma in course, and the 
two of them together mak ing the dessert. The i r Shared-
Plan to make dinner includes Jan having an in tent ion to 
[ In t . To] make the appetizer (and an ind iv idua l plan for 
doing so), Sandy having an in tent ion to [ In t .To] make 
the ma in course (and an ind iv idua l p lan for doing so), 
and their having a SharedPlan to make the dessert. The 
SharedPlan for mak ing dinner also includes Sandy's in
tent ion tha t [ In t .Th ] Jan 4can make ' the appetizer, and 
Jan's in tent ion tha t [ In t .Th ] Sandy 'can make ' the ma in 
course. 

Jan may have decided to make cheese puffs for the 
appetizer, bu t not yet have chosen a recipe for doing so. 
I f so, his i nd iv idua l p lan w i l l be pa r t i a l . I t w i l l include an 
Int . To get a recipe for cheese puffs and a fu l l i nd iv idua l 
plan for do ing so.4 In add i t i on , he believes tha t he can 
per form all of the actions in the recipe once he gets i t . As 
he determines the recipe and thus the actions he needs to 
per form (according to tha t recipe), he adopts potent ia l 
intent ions to [Po t . In t . To] per form these actions. The 
potent ia l intent ions w i l l become par t of a del iberat ion 
process [B ra tman et a/., 1988] and th rough tha t process 
may become Int . TVs. 
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that the agent either can do the action at the time using 
the recipe5 or can get another agent to do it ; CBAG is 
the analogous group operator. holds 
when G (either a group or a single agent) has done a over 
time interval using the recipe 

In addition, we wil l use to denote a recipe for i.e. 
a specification of a group of actions, which we will refer to 
as , the doing of which under appropriate constraints, 

, wil l constitute performance of [Pollack, 1990; 
Balkanski, 1990; Lochbaum et a/., 1990]. A recipe may 
include uninstantiated variables (e.g. for the agent or 
time of an action) and constraints on these variables. We 
assume each agent has a library of recipes that it collects 
and updates over time. Agents' libraries may differ, and 
the successful completion of a SharedPlan may require 
integrating recipes from different libraries, i.e. from dif
ferent agents. 

3 Ind iv idua l Plans and In tend ing To 
3.1 Fu l l I n d i v i d u a l Plans 
The definition of a full individual plan, FIP, is given in 
Figure 1. It specifies those conditions under which an in
dividual agent G can be said to have a plan P, at time 
to do action at time using recipe in the con
text . Full plans are distinguished by the requirement 
that the agent know a complete recipe for doing the ac
tion; as a result is a parameter of the operator. A 
full individual plan for a represents the mental state of 
an agent after he has completely determined the means 
by which he will do and has full-fledged intentions to 
do the actions in . Most, typically an agent will not 
have a full plan until after he has done some or all of the 
actions in ; thus, most often agents have only partial 
plans. However, it is useful to understand the l imit ing 
case of the full plan before examining the partial version. 

We wil l illustrate the FIP by showing its use in de
scribing Sandy's individual plan for making the main 
course in the meals example. According to Clause (0), 
Sandy believes that a particular recipe, say his mother's 
recipe for lasagne, is a recipe for making a main course 
The remaining clauses provide a specification of certain 
attitudes Sandy must hold with respect to the individual 
constituents of this recipe. In particular, for each action 

in the recipe (e.g. making noodles, preparing sauce), 
he must either intend to do the action (1) or believe that 
he can get someone else to do the action (2). We will 
refer to the first case as the "core case1' of the individual 
plan, and the second case as the "contracting case." 

In the core case, the agent must believe either that the 
action is basic level and he can bring it about ( la ) , or 
that he has a recipe that wil l enable him to do the action 
and a full individual plan to carry out the act ions in that 
recipe ( lb ) . The Int. To operator in Clause (1) includes 
a context parameter, that is used in any replan
n i g involving . For the purposes of this paper, the 
important element of the context encoded in this param
eter is a representation (using the Contributes relation 

*If the action is basic level, this reduces to Pollack's EXEC 
operator. The connective that we use in all the definitions 
is really exclusive or (XOR). 
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3.2 P a r t i a l I n d i v i d u a l Plans 

Individual plans may be partial in several ways. Each 
of these will lead to some Int. To in which Clause (2b) of 
the definition in Figure 2 applies The Achieve function 
in this clause maps a proposition to a generalized action 
[Pollack, 1990].8 A typical way in which partial individ
ual plans differ from full plans is in allowing an agent to 
have only a partial recipe for an action. As can be seen 
in the definition in Figure 3, the minimal requirement for 
the partial plan is that the agent believe there is a recipe 
for a (Clause (0)), believe that it is able to determine any 
constituents of that recipe not already known ( lc) , in
tend to obtain that recipe ( lb ) and have a full individual 
plan for doing so ( Id ) ; a procedure associated with the 
GET operator will add potential intentions to do all the 
actions in this plan.9 For example, if an agent is assem
bling a bicycle from a kit, he must believe that the ac
companying instructions are complete, that he can read 
the instructions, and that he can perform each of them 
at the requisite time. While reading the instructions, the 
agent wil l adopt potential intentions to do the actions. 

Clause (2) represents the attitudes of the agent to-

This function may be seen as connected to an agenda of 
tasks maintained by the agent. Discussion of this component 
of the model is beyond the scope of this paper. Briefly, be
cause the agent must be committed to completing his partial 
plan for a for the Int. To operator to hold, the agenda must 
include tasks for establishing any of the beliefs and intentions 
needed in a full plan but absent in the partial plan. 

9 W C B A is a weaker version of the can bring about oper
ator, one in which the agent may only believe it can find a 
recipe that it can use to do the action; WCBAG is a corre
sponding group operator. 
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4 SharedPlans and In tend ing Tha t 
Both the belief and the intention components of collab
orative plans are more complex than those of individual 
plans. The collaborating agents must establish mutual 
belief of the ways in which they will perform their joint 
activity and must agree on the agent or agents who will 
do each action. Actions requiring multiple agents engen
der subsidiary SharedPlans of groups of agents; those re
quiring only a single agent lead to subsidiary individual 
plans. The agents also need to establish mutual belief of 
their individual intentions to act. 

There are several important properties of these belief 
and intention components that are captured in the def
initions that follow. First, agents do not need to know 
recipes for any actions that they are not personally com
mitted to doing. In our meals example, Jan and Sandy 
need to establish mutual belief of the recipe for making 
dinner, namely that this wil l comprise Jan's making the 
appetizer, Sandy the main course, and the two of them 
together making the dessert. Only Jan needs to know 
the recipe for the appetizer; but Sandy needs to share 
mutual belief that Jan has such a recipe and can carry 
it out. The analogous case holds for Sandy and a recipe 
for the main course. In contrast, Sandy and Jan need 
mutual belief of the recipe for making dessert. Second, 
an agent only has Int. 7Vs to acts of which it is the agent. 
However, it has Int.Th's that the actions of other agents 
be successfully done. More generally, the ways in which 
the belief and intention operators are used differ. In the 
following definitions we presume the usual definition of 
mutual belief [Kraus and Lehmann, 1988] which requires 
infinite nestings of individual beliefs, but utilizes only a 
single belief operator, BEL. In contrast, to handle the 
intentions that arise in SharedPlans, we need two opera
tors Int. To and Int. Th but there is no need for infinite 
embeddings of these operators (either in themselves or 
within one another). However, both operators may be 
embedded within the mutual belief operator, MB. 

The SharedPlan operator, representing that a group 
of agents G has a plan to collaboratively perform some 
action a, is defined recursively in terms of full and partial 
SharedPlans as follows: 

A group of agents wil l be said to have a SharedPlan 
just in case either (1) they have a full SharedPlan for 
doing a or (2) they have a partial SharedPlan, and a 
SharedPlan to complete that partial plan As will be 
seen from the definitions of these two types of Shared
Plans, each of these possibilities leads eventually to in
dividual intentions to do actions, including actions of 
elaborating or extending partial plans. 

4.1 Fu l l SharedPlans 
We wil l use the formula to 
represent the situation in which a group of agents G 
has a full shared plan P at time to do action a at 
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 
To provide an account of collaborative activity, Searle 
[Searle, 1990] introduced the notion of 'we-intention.' 
Grosz and Sidner [Grosz and Sidner, 1990] argued that 
such a notion should not be necessary and their initial 
formulation of SharedPlans avoids use of one. How-
ever, the definitions provided in that formulation could 
only accommodate group activity that directly decom
posed into actions of individual agents. Subsequent work 
in AI on formalizing the plans and intentions of mul
tiple agents has, like Searle's proposal, included some 
notion of joint intention [Cohen and Levesque, 1990; 
Rao et al., 1992]. In this paper, we have provided a 
formulation that again avoids the need for a notion of 
joint intention. In this work, SharedPlans serve two ma
jor roles. They summarize the set of beliefs and inten
tions needed for collaborative activity, and also provide 
the rationale for the process of revising beliefs and in
tentions; consequently, they motivate the collaborative 
correlate of means-ends reasoning in the plans of an in
dividual agent. SharedPlans ground out in the individ
ual intentions of individual agents and the individual 
plans that they engender. This formulation accommo
dates the properties of shared cooperative activity pro
posed by Bratman [Bratman, 1992]. Intentions to do 
constituent actions form the basis of each individual's 

actions. Intentions-that directed toward other agents 
abilities to act and success in acting, as well as toward 
the success of the joint activity, ensure cooperation in 
subplans and helpful behavior. 
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